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Chess is a game of strategy, requiring players to think several moves ahead and
anticipate their opponent's moves. One of the most important aspects of chess is
tactical skill, which involves finding forcing moves that put pressure on your
opponent and force them into specific moves or sequences. In this article, we will
explore how focusing on forcing moves can significantly improve your chess
tactical skill in 2019.

Understanding Forcing Moves

In chess, a forcing move is a move that compels your opponent to respond in a
specific way. These moves create threats and force your opponent to react
defensively, limiting their options and exposing potential vulnerabilities. By
identifying and executing forcing moves, you take control of the game and
increase your chances of success.

The Importance of Tactical Skill

Tactical skill is crucial in chess as it allows you to exploit weaknesses in your
opponent's position, create threats, and ultimately gain a strategic advantage. By
consistently improving your tactical skill, you become a more formidable player,
capable of seizing opportunities and outmaneuvering your opponents.
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Sharpening Your Tactical Skill

To improve your chess tactical skill in 2019, you should focus on the following
areas:

1. Studying Tactics

There are numerous resources available to help you study and practice chess
tactics. Books, online courses, and puzzle-solving websites can provide you with
a wide range of tactical exercises. By regularly engaging with these resources,
you can enhance your tactical vision and increase your ability to identify forcing
moves.

2. Analyzing Master Games

Studying the games of chess masters is an effective way to understand and
appreciate different tactical ideas and strategies. Analyzing their moves and
thought processes will help you develop your own tactical awareness and expand
your repertoire of forcing moves.

3. Solving Chess Puzzles
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Solving chess puzzles is an excellent way to sharpen your tactical skill. Puzzles
typically present positions where a forcing move is required to achieve a
favorable outcome. Spend time regularly solving puzzles to improve your ability to
spot similar opportunities in your own games.

4. Frequent Practice Matches

The more you play chess, the more you expose yourself to various tactical
scenarios. Engage in practice matches regularly, both online and offline, to test
your tactical skills in real-game situations. This will help you become comfortable
with identifying forcing moves and executing them under pressure.

5. Reviewing Your Games

After each game, take the time to review and analyze your moves, particularly
focusing on the tactical decisions you made. Identify missed forcing moves and
understand why they were missed. This self-analysis will aid in recognizing
patterns and improving your tactical instincts for future games.

Improving your chess tactical skill requires dedication, practice, and a deep
understanding of forcing moves. By studying tactics, analyzing master games,
solving puzzles, engaging in practice matches, and reviewing your own games,
you can enhance your tactical vision and substantially improve your chess game
in 2019. Embrace the power of forcing moves and start dominating the
chessboard!
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This book is for players who want to improve their ability to calculate forced
moves. This book is perfectly suited for players with a rating between 2001 and
2200 FIDE. . ‘The exercises are based on games played in tournaments and
team competitions in 2019 by professional chess players This book contains 45
positions.
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